Abstract. Permutation actions of simple currents on the primaries of a Rational Conformal Field Theory are considered in the framework of admissible weighted permutation actions. The solution of admissibility conditions is presented for cyclic quadratic groups: an irreducible WPA corresponds to each subgroup of the quadratic group. As a consequence, the primaries of a RCFT with an order n integral or half-integral spin simple current may be arranged into multiplets of length k 2 (where k is a divisor of n) or 3k 2 if the spin of the simple current is half-integral and k is odd.
Introduction
The construction of a full conformal field theory from representations of a chiral algebra is restricted by non-trivial constraints e.g. invariance under the action of the mapping class groups, and factorization. The relevant properties of the chiral algebra are encoded in the corresponding modular tensor category [1, 2] . An important part of the problem is the construction of the torus partition function -it has to be an invariant of the modular group, represented on the space of the characters of the theory. This representation is determined by matrices S and T (indexed by the primaries of the theory) corresponding to modular transformations τ → −1/τ and τ → τ + 1, respectively. S is symmetric, unitary, its square is the charge conjugation matrix, and T is a finite order diagonal matrix. Symmetries of the modular tensor category -and in particular symmetries of the modular representation -turned out to be the most effective tool in constructing modular invariant partition functions. One of these symmetries is provided by simple currents [3-6] -the corresponding simple current modular invariants yield most of the known modular invariant partition functions [7, 8] .
Simple currents are primary fields whose fusion with any primary field contains only one term, i.e. whose fusion matrix is a permutation matrix
(
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Other equivalent definitions of simple currents could be used: they are the primaries whose fusion with their charge conjugate gives the vacuum alone, or, in unitary theories, the primaries with quantum dimension d p = S p0 /S 00 = 1. It follows from the associativity and commutativity of the fusion ring that they form an abelian group under fusion, known as the the simple current group, or the center of the fusion ring. The fusion of simple currents with other primaries of the theory gives a permutation action of the simple current group on the set of primaries. It is known from Verlinde's theorem [9] that fusion matrices are diagonalized by S, which applied on (1) yields
where the complex number θ(q, α) is the (exponentiated) monodromy charge of the primary q with respect to the simple current α. The above equation is a symmetry of the S matrix, which relates its rows in the same orbit of the permutation α. In fact, it can be shown using Verlinde's theorem and unitarity, that if α is a permutation satisfying (2), then α0 is a simple current, where 0 denotes the vacuum. Therefore, these symmetries of the S matrix are in one-to-one correspondence with simple currents and are called simple current symmetries. Simple currents have various other uses besides the already mentioned simple current modular invariants: they are used in the GSO projection in string theory [12] , through simple current extension they allow us to construct a new vertex operator algebra and modular representation [10, 11] from a known one, and they are also used in the determination of the projective kernel of modular representation [13] . In most of these applications the monodromy charges defined in (2) play an important role, but hardly any more properties of the modular representation are needed. This suggests to consider simple currents and monodromy charges separately from the modular representation -that approach lead in [6] to the introduction of weighted permutation actions.
The monodromy charges can be expressed using the conformal weights p and the central charge of the theory c as follows. Let ω(p) denote the diagonal entry of T corresponding to the primary field p
Using (2) 
The above equation shows that the monodromies may be replaced by the weight function ω, which turns out to be more suitable for the description of simple currents. It follows from (2) that θ(p, αβ) = θ (p, α)θ(p, β) , and substituting the above expression for θ(p, α) yields
